
IB Meeting 10-12-2012 

Dr. Graber, Dr. Watson, Ms. Bonenberger, Ms. Crick, Mr. Ulrich 

We discussed the AM or PM block schedule format that was necessary to make this work.  The AM time 
frame would be 8:00 to 11:00 and the PM 11:30 to 2:30.  Ms. Bonenberger presented some ideas of 
courses.  She presented the trainings dates available and was to send a revised one in email.  The 
possibility of Bosse teachers teaching IB courses on UE campus to complete the student’s schedule was 
also discussed.  It would be necessary to have a room.  With space limited it was thought that the 
“conference room” type areas that hold 10-12 students might be the best option and was considered 
possible. 

Ms. Bonenberger will contact everyone with a meeting invite in approximately two weeks.  (Friday 
afternoon again)  The topics:  1.  UE will present specific courses, days, and times within the framework 
discussed and discuss with their folks about this being a pilot program  2.  Bosse will discuss how they 
will promote and message to the EVSC schools.  3.  Collectively it will be decided who needs training, 
when, where, and who will fund the cost. 

Next steps for Bosse:  1.  Revise the IB Program of Studies to present.  2.  Present to the format to the 
next faculty meeting to explain why we are trying to collaborate/partner with UE and determine if a 
block schedule is even feasible next year – as it would be impossible to complete without. 

UE wants:  IB students on its campus and to assist EVSC as part of its partnership in the School of 
Education 

EVSC wants (Dan, Linda, and Amy discussed after UE left the table):  Tuition waiver for monies spent in 
addition to the UE cheap credits, more UE credits for our IB – SL courses, Full scholarships for IB Diploma 
students with a specific ACT or SAT score, and a summer Harlaxton program between the Jr. and Sr. year 
for IB Diploma students. 

Need to know:  EVSC – ETA contract issues with voting on block again and what to do if the block is 
voted down for 2013-14. 


